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Abstract
Distinct patterns of activity within the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) reported in
neuroimaging studies during tasks involving conflict between competing responses have often been cited as evidence for
their key contributions to conflict-monitoring and behavioral adaptation, respectively. However, supporting evidence from
neuropsychological patients has been scarce and contradictory. We administered a well-studied analog of the Wisconsin
Card Sorting Test, designed to elicit conflict between 2 abstract rules, to a cohort of 6 patients with damage to ACC or dlPFC.
Patients who had sustained more significant damage to the ACC were not impaired either on a measure of “conflict cost”
nor on measures of “conflict-induced behavioral adaptation.” In contrast, damage to dlPFC did not affect the conflict cost
measure but abolished the patients’ ability to adapt their behavior following exposure to conflict, compared with controls.
This pattern of results complements the findings from nonhuman primates with more circumscribed lesions to ACC or
dlPFC on the same task and provides converging evidence that ACC is not necessary for performance when conflict is
elicited between 2 abstract rules, whereas dlPFC plays a fundamental role in behavioral adaptation.
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Introduction
In the last decade, the conflict monitoring and cognitive
control (CMCC) model developed by Botvinick and colleagues
(Botvinick et al. 2001; Botvinick 2007; Carter and van Veen 2007)
has become an influential framework for the interpretation of
behavioral, imaging, and neurophysiological data obtained
from tasks involving interference between relevant and irrele-
vant dimensions of stimulus-response associations (i.e. conflict
tasks). In conflict tasks, subjects are required to respond to the
relevant dimension of a stimulus (e.g. its visual properties,
such as color), while ignoring an irrelevant dimension (e.g.

spatial location). The overlap between the relevant and irrele-
vant dimensions is manipulated so as to produce either facili-
tation in the response (e.g. if the color and the spatial location
both cue the same response), or interference (if the color and
the spatial location cue different responses), creating congru-
ent/low-conflict, and incongruent/high-conflict trials, respect-
ively. High-conflict (H) trials usually result in performance
costs (i.e. conflict-effects or conflict-costs), with slower
response times (RTs) and a higher error rate compared with
low-conflict trials (L) (Simon and Small 1969; Hedge and Marsh
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1975; Simon et al. 1981; Kornblum et al. 1990; Simon 1990; Lu
and Proctor 1995).

According to the CMCC model, the presence of conflict is
detected by conflict-monitoring units, which then, in turn, bias
cognitive control units that allocate the resources necessary to
implement conflict resolution. Once these resources have been
engaged (i.e. on trials that directly follow H trials), the effects of
conflict on performance are reduced, resulting in faster speed of
response and higher accuracy, a phenomenon known as
sequential-effects or conflict-induced behavioral adaptation.
Imaging studies have often implicated the anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC) and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) in the
detection of conflict (Barch et al. 2000; MacDonald 2000; Braver
et al. 2001; Peterson et al. 2002; Durston et al. 2003; Fan 2003;
Hazeltine 2003; Weissman et al. 2003; Egner and Hirsch 2005;
van Veen and Carter 2005; Chen et al. 2006; Sohn et al. 2007;
Kim et al. 2011, 2012), and the implementation of cognitive con-
trol to aid behavioral adaptation (Durston et al. 2003; Egner and
Hirsch 2005; Kerns 2006; Kim et al. 2012), respectively. As such,
they are considered critical components of the model.

Kerns et al. (2004) and Kerns (2006) provide some of the most
convincing evidence in support of the CMCC model, as the pat-
terns of activation they describe very closely resemble the ones
that would be predicted by the model, and they do so across 2
different tasks. In 2 separate studies, Kerns et al. observed
conflict-related activation in the ACC during the Simon and
Stroop tasks. ACC activation was higher on H trials than on L
trials. High ACC activity also predicted good adaptation on sub-
sequent trials. Furthermore, ACC activity was lower on H trials
directly preceded by another high-conflict trial (HH) compared
with H trials directly preceded by a low-conflict trial (LH), indi-
cating that ACC is more active when conflict is first detected and
less active when a higher level of cognitive control has already
been engaged, such as in the case of HH trials. dlPFC, however,
has been shown to be more active during adaptation trials char-
acterized by faster responses on HH trials compared with LH
trials (Egner and Hirsch 2005; Kerns 2006), indicating that this
region is specifically active when cognitive control is proactively
engaged in order to reduce the effects of conflict on perform-
ance. Furthermore, dlPFC activation was found to significantly
correlate with ACC activation on the previous trial (Kerns 2006).

The imaging literature therefore provides correlational evi-
dence supporting the CMCC model. However, while imaging
studies may suggest whether a region is involved in a particular
process, they cannot determine whether that region is neces-
sary to support that process, and, as we outline below, evidence
from neuropsychological studies have to-date failed to provide
strong support for the CMCC model. Some studies involving
patients with damage to ACC do indicate impairments in con-
flict tasks compared with controls (Cohen et al. 1999; Swick and
Turken 2002; di Pellegrino et al. 2007; Sheth et al. 2012), whereas
other studies report the opposite pattern of results, with no
impairment in patients compared with controls (Vendrell et al.
1995; Stuss et al. 2001; Swick and Jovanovic 2002; Fellows and
Farah 2005). Sheth et al. (2012) investigated the effect of dorsal
ACC cingulotomy on a multiple interference task, and found
that while cingulotomy did not affect performance during H
trials, it did affect the patients’ ability to adapt on subsequent
trials. Fellows and Farah (2005) investigated the effects of lesions
to dorsal ACC in 4 patients carrying out the Stroop task, and
found no impairments in response speed or accuracy. Patients
were overall slower at the task compared with controls, but
there were no significant differences in performance on H trials.
Therefore, the evidence from neuropsychology regarding a

crucial role of ACC in conflict monitoring and/or a modulatory
influence on dlPFC to drive adaptation is markedly inconclusive.

Most of the aforementioned neuroimaging and neuro-
psychological studies used tasks whereby conflict is elicited
by creating competition between a task-specific response
(e.g. naming the color, in the case of the Stroop task) and a
habitual/overlearned type of response that is often relevant
and positively reinforced in contexts other than the task itself,
therefore leading to a task-irrelevant predisposition for its
selection (e.g. reading the word). However, conflict can also be
elicited between 2 task-specific responses, such as in the case
of the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST; Grant and Berg
1948). The WCST is a test that has been extensively used to
assess the effects of prefrontal damage on cognition in patients
(Milner 1963; Stuss et al. 1982) and has been shown to robustly
recruit both the ACC and the dlFPC in imaging studies (Monchi
et al. 2001; Buchsbaum et al. 2005; Lie et al. 2006; Specht et al.
2009). To investigate the role of the macaque ACC and dlPFC in
conflict-monitoring and behavioral adaptation, Mansouri and
colleagues (Mansouri et al. 2007, 2009, 2014, 2015; Kuwabara
et al. 2014) have used an analog of the WCST for the monkey in
which one of 2 uncued matching rules (“match by color” or
“match by shape”) is reinforced at any one time (the reinforced
rule changing without notice periodically) and the level of con-
flict between the 2 rules can be manipulated and randomly
determined from trial-to-trial (see Fig. 1 and Materials and
Methods for a more detailed description). Contrary to the CMCC’s
predictions, Mansouri and colleagues found that the behavior of
animals with lesions to the ACC was unchanged both in terms of
a classic conflict-cost effect (i.e. a faster RT observed on L than
on H trials) and also in terms of conflict-induced behavioral
adaptation (i.e. a faster RT on HH trials than LH trials). Animals
with lesions to the dlPFC, however, while unchanged in the
conflict-cost measure were impaired in the measure of conflict-
induced behavioral adaptation with the adaptation effect usually
observed on HH trials being abolished by the lesion. This is con-
sistent with the idea that the dlPFC plays a crucial role in adapta-
tion, but inconsistent with a fundamental and general role for
ACC in all instances of conflict-monitoring and conflict-induced
adaptation as proposed by CMCC theory.

In this study, we sought to investigate the role of ACC and
dlPFC in conflict-monitoring and adaptation in humans by ana-
lyzing the performance of neuropsychological patients on the
same WCST analog used by Mansouri et al. (2007) in their

Figure 1. WCST conflict analog. An example of a typical trial in the WCST ana-

log in the high-conflict condition (top) or the low-conflict condition (bottom).

The correct choice is indicated by a red arrow.
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nonhuman primate study. By using the same experimental
paradigm (both in terms of task and of effector systems) that
has been used to investigate the effects of lesions to the analog
areas of the monkey brain, we can avoid some of the confounds
caused by the use of different methodologies in human (e.g.
neuroimaging) versus nonhuman (i.e. single-cell recordings) pri-
mate studies, which are suggested to be partly responsible for
the discrepancy between human neuroimaging literature and
findings from animal work (Cole et al. 2010; Schall and Emeric
2010). Furthermore, a direct comparison with Mansouri and col-
leagues’ study by using the same task facilitates investigation of
functional similarities or differences between the human and
the monkey brain. Also, importantly, the conflict on H trials of
the WCST analog is elicited between 2 task-specific rules (“match
by color” and “match by shape”) that are equally reinforced and
that would not be expected to elicit a strong task-irrelevant pre-
disposition to select one over the other, as is the case in other
conflict tasks where conflict is elicited between a task-specific
response and a task-irrelevant habitual response. Using this task
therefore allows us to investigate whether ACC is crucial for opti-
mal performance in situations where conflict is generated between
2 task-specific responses, rather than when competition is
between a task-irrelevant habit and a task-specific response.

If our hypothesis is correct that human dlPFC, but not ACC, is
crucial for supporting conflict-induced behavioral adaptation
only, paralleling what has been shown to be the case in monkeys
(Mansouri et al. 2007), then we should expect to observe a signifi-
cantly reduced adaptation effect in dlPFC patients than in con-
trols, whereas we should not expect to see any such change in
adaptation in ACC patients. In addition, we should expect to see
no change in conflict-cost in either patient group relative to con-
trols. In contrast, if, consistent with CMCC theory, ACC is indeed a
crucial region for supporting general purpose conflict-monitoring,
then we should instead expect to observe a larger conflict-cost
effect in ACC patients than in controls. Accordingly, if ACC drives
adaptation on subsequent trials we would also expect to see a
smaller adaptation effect in ACC patients than in controls.

Materials and Methods
Participants

Eighteen participants (15 male, mean age 62.95 years) took part
in the study. Of these, 6 participants were included the lesion
groups, who were recruited through the Cambridge Cognitive
Neuroscience Research Panel and through the volunteer panel
of the Psychology Department at the University of Birmingham.
Three patients with damage to the ACC were assigned to the
ACC lesion group and 3 patients with damage to the dlPFC were
assigned to the dlPFC lesion group. The average period between
the onset of the damage and testing was 131 months (range: 53–

168 months). For each patient, 2 control participants, matched
on age, gender, and National Adult Reading Test (NART) scores,
were recruited through the volunteer database at the MRC
Cognition and Brain Sciences Unit in Cambridge, as well as from
advertisement in the Oxford area. Control participants were not
taking any psychoactive medication and were free of current or
past neurological or psychiatric conditions, as determined by
their history. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal
vision. All subjects were native English speakers and provided
written consent prior to their participation in the study in a
manner approved by the Cambridge Psychology Research Ethics
Committee and South Birmingham NRES committee.

Lesions

Lesions were traced from MR or CT images and mapped onto
the standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) brain using
MRIcro software (Rorden et al. 2007). A detailed summary of the
extent and location of the lesions is provided in the
Supplementary Material (see Supplementary Tables S1, S2, and
S3). The aetiologies included meningioma, aneurysm, and
encephalitis. A summary of the participants’ background infor-
mation, including etiology of the damage, is included in Table 1.

ACC damage across participants was widespread and
encompassed Brodmann areas 32 and 24. Patient 1 presented
damage to dorsal portions of area 24, encroaching slightly onto
32 and pre-SMA, on the right hemisphere, patient 2 presented
damage to dorsal and more anterior parts of area 32 on the left
hemisphere, and patient 3 presented bilateral damage to more
subgenual parts of ACC (see Fig. 2). There was no lesion overlap
across ACC patients. dlPFC damage encompassed for the most
part Brodmann area 46, and, to a lesser extent, area 9. Two
patients (patients 5 and 6) presented damage to left dlPFC and
patient 4 presented damage to right dlPFC (see Fig. 3). The area
affected in patient 5 overlapped entirely with a portion of the
larger lesion of patient 6.

Apparatus, Stimuli, and Procedure

The task used in the study was a computerized version of WCST
analog with trial-by-trial manipulations of conflict, originally
developed by Mansouri et al. (2007). The task was programmed
using Turbo Pascal (Borland), run in DOS on a desktop PC and
presented on a 20.1″ color touchscreen (TFT LCD TS200H GNR),
which was used to collect responses. Participants sat at a dis-
tance of 40 cm from the screen and were instructed to respond
using the index finger of their dominant hand to touch the items
on the screen.

The stimulus set consisted of all combinations of 6 possible
shapes (triangle, circle, square, hexagon, ellipse, or cross), each
2.4° of visual angle in width and 2.4° in height, in 6 possible

Table 1 Patients’ demographic information, including etiology, total lesion volume and percentage of the total lesion volume localized to the
specific areas of interest

Patient ID Age Gender Group NART IQ Area(s) Volume (mm3) Etiology

1 69 M ACC 121.57 24 + 32R 6320 Meningioma
2 65 M ACC 93.09 32L 4128 Meningioma
3 58 M ACC 109.11 24 + 32 7315 Encephalitis
4 62 F dlPFC 123.35 46R 5320 Aneurysm
5 66 M dlPFC 117.12 46L 464 Aneurysm
6 54 M dlPFC 120.68 46L 6760 Meningioma

Notes: L, left; R, right. Detailed information about the extent and anatomy of the lesions is provided in Supplementary Tables S1, S2, and S3.
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colors (red, green, blue, cyan, magenta, or yellow), for a total of
36 possible stimuli, and were presented against a black back-
ground. The sample item was always presented in the center of
the screen, and the test items were presented 2.6° to the right,
left, and bottom of the sample item (Fig. 1).

A typical trial was as follows. At the start of the trial, a ran-
dom sample item was presented in the center of the screen.
Participants were instructed to touch the sample item when
they were ready to start the trial. Once the sample item was
touched, 3 test items appeared on the screen. Participants were
instructed to carry out a matching-to-sample task, where the
rule for matching could be either “match by shape” (i.e. pick
the test item that shared the same shape as the sample item)
or “match by color” (i.e. pick the test item that shared the same
color as the sample item). All items remained on the screen
until a response was made or until 10 s had elapsed. Correct
trials were identified by a high-pitch sound and the correct
choice item remaining on the screen longer while the irrelevant
items disappeared, indicating positive feedback. Incorrect trials
were identified by a low-pitched sound accompanied by the
presentation of a large, gray circle, indicating negative feed-
back. After 2 s from response, another sample item appeared
on the screen, indicating the start of another trial.

Conflict levels were manipulated by changing the degree of
feature overlap between the sample and test items. In low-
conflict (L) trials, one of the test items was identical to the

sample item (i.e. matched the sample item on both the
relevant—e.g. color—and irrelevant—e.g. shape—dimension),
while the other 2 test items shared neither shape nor color
with the sample item. In high-conflict (H) trials, one of the test
items matched the sample item only on the relevant dimen-
sion (e.g. color), while another matched the sample item only
on the irrelevant dimension (e.g. shape). A third test item
shared neither color nor shape with the sample item. H and L
trials were presented in a randomized order throughout the
session irrespective of the currently reinforced rule (examples
of a H and a L trial are presented in Fig. 1).

Participants were informed that one rule would be “correct”
for several trials and then the other would be “correct” for sev-
eral trials, with the rules switching unpredictably during the
task, such that they would have to periodically reassess which
rule was currently relevant in order to perform the correct
response. The rule switch occurred only once an accuracy cri-
terion of 85% on the current rule had been reached over the
preceding 20 trials. Participants carried out the task for 12–15
min, for a total of approximately 150 trials. Reaction times and
errors were recorded for analysis.

Results
All analyses were carried out on the speed of target selection
(STS), which was computed by taking, on a trial-by-trial basis,

Figure 2. ACC lesions. Location and extent of ACC lesions in the 3 ACC patients included in this study, presented in a coronal (top, from posterior to anterior) and

sagittal (bottom, from left to right hemisphere) view of a standard MNI brain. Each color denotes a different patient. Patient 1, blue; patient 2, red; patient 3, green.

Figure 3. dlPFC lesions. Location and extent of dlPFC lesions in the 3 dlPFC patients included in this study in coronal (top, posterior to anterior) and horizontal (bot-

tom, ventro-dorsal) views on a standard MNI brain. Each color denotes a different patient. Patient 4, red; patient 5, blue; patient 6, green.
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the reciprocal of the RT data. We used this measure in order to
minimize the potential impact of occasional high RT values
(without the need to set any arbitrary criteria for removing
potential outliers from the analysis) on the RT distribution, but,
importantly, also to use the same unit of measurement previ-
ously used by Mansouri et al.’s (2007) macaque study, to which
we wished to make direct comparisons. Therefore, it is useful
to remember throughout that high STS values simply corres-
pond to fast responses (i.e. higher speed), and low STS values
simply correspond to slow responses (i.e. lower speed). STS
analysis was carried out on correct trials only (and hence pairs
of consecutive correct trials in the adaptation analyses). As the
proportion of correct responses was very high, with the vast
majority of errors restricted to switch trials (the average per-
centage of errors that were nonswitch trials was 3.16% for
patients and 3.43% for controls), our analyses were carried out
on STS only (and not accuracy, or number of switches), given
the insufficient number of data points for error trials to carry
out meaningful statistical analysis. We felt this was appropri-
ate also given that Mansouri et al. (2007) found an effect of
lesions on performance only for STS values, but not errors (see
Mansouri et al. 2007, Supplementary Fig. S7).

In order to test the presence of conflict and adaptation
effects, a 2× 2 repeated-measures ANOVA was carried out on
the STS from our control population, with Current Conflict (High
and Low) and Previous Conflict (High and Low) as within-subject
factors. As expected, there was a significant main effect of
Current Conflict [F(1,11) = 38.45, P < 0.001], with L trials showing
higher STS values (mean = 1.17, SD = 0.27) than H trials
(mean = 1.07, SD = 0.27). This confirms the presence of a robust
conflict effect across our population. The main effect of Previous
Conflict did not reach significance [F(1,11) < 1]. Importantly,
there was a significant interaction between Current Conflict and
Previous Conflict [F(1,11) = 6.03, P = 0.032], confirming the pres-
ence of an adaptation effect, with the effect of conflict on the pre-
vious trial carrying over to the subsequent trial. Bonferroni-
corrected paired-samples t-tests were carried out to investigate
the significant interaction between Current and Previous Conflict.
There was a significant difference between STS for HH and LH
trials [t(11) = 2.53, P = 0.028], but no significant difference between
HL and LL trials [t(11) < 1]. STS values for HH trials were larger
(mean = 1.09, SD = 0.27) than for LH trials (mean = 1.05,
SD = 0.28). This indicates that the same conflict-induced behav-
ioral adaptation effect previously observed in macaques
(Mansouri et al. 2007) is present in humans too when they per-
form the identical task, and it confirms that the adaptation effect
is due to better adjustment (speed increase) on H trials following
H trials (HH), rather than differences in response speed on L trials.

In order to investigate the effects of lesions on performance,
the means of each patient group were directly compared with
the means of their matched control group (each patient was
matched with 2 controls) on our measures of conflict cost (i.e.
STS of H vs. L) and conflict-induced behavioral adaptation (i.e.
STS of HH vs. LH). Given the small sample sizes and non-
normal distribution of the data, this was achieved via a series
of nonparametric tests.

Firstly, with regard to our conflict-induced behavioral adap-
tation measure, as Mansouri et al. (2007) indicated a clear dif-
ference in adaptation between the dlPFC lesioned macaques
and unoperated controls, but not between the ACC lesioned
macaques and unoperated controls, we predicted that there
may be a similar difference in the same adaptation measure in
our dlPFC patients compared with their matched control group
but not in our ACC group compared with their matched control

group. To test whether dlPFC patients also showed reduced
adaptation, as previously shown in monkeys, we used a one-
tailed t-test. As hypothesized, a Mann–Whitney test for inde-
pendent samples indicated a significant difference in the
adaptation effect between the dlPFC group and their control
group (z = −1.81, P = 0.035, one-tailed test), with the control
group showing significantly larger STS difference between HH
and LH than the dlPFC group. Further consistent with our
hypothesis, there was no significant difference in the size of
the adaptation effect between the ACC group and their controls
(z = −1.29, P = 0.197, 2-tailed test). These results are illustrated
in Figure 4a and replicate the effects previously observed in
nonhuman primates with dlPFC lesions on the same task and
using the same measures (Mansouri et al. 2007, see Fig. 5).

Secondly, with regard to our conflict-cost measure, CMCC
theory would predict that ACC patients should show signifi-
cantly larger conflict-costs compared with their control group,
whereas dlPFC patients should show similar conflict-costs to
their control group. However, inconsistent with CMCC theory,
Mann–Whitney tests for independent samples revealed no sig-
nificant differences in the size of conflict-cost effects between
either of the patient groups and their corresponding matched

Figure 4. STS on different trial types across groups, (a) Mean STS difference

between HH and LH trials (i.e. adaptation effect) for each patient group plotted

against their respective matched control group. The presence of an adaptation

effect (i.e. a positive STS difference score) indicates faster responses on HH

trials compared with LH trials. (b) Mean STS difference between low- and high-

conflict trials (i.e. conflict effect) for each patient group plotted against their

respective matched control group. The presence of a conflict effect (i.e. a posi-

tive STS difference score) indicates faster responses on low-conflict compared

with high-conflict trials.
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controls: ACC patients did not significantly differ from their
controls on the conflict-cost measure (z = −1.55, P = 0.121, 2-
tailed test), and neither did the dlFPC patients compared with
their controls (z = −1.29, P = 0.197, 2-tailed test) (Fig. 4b).

Discussion
In this study, we aimed to investigate the contributions of
human ACC and dlPFC toward conflict monitoring and conflict-
induced behavioral adaptation using a well-established version
of the macaque WCST analog (Mansouri et al. 2007, 2009, 2014,
2015; Kuwabara et al. 2014) that elicits conflict between 2 task-
specific responses. Replicating Mansouri et al.’s (2007) findings
in nonhuman primates, our study confirmed that one frontal
area that does affect patients’ abilities to adjust their behavior
on H trials as a function of previous trial type is dlPFC. Patients
with dlPFC lesions exhibited a significantly reduced difference,
compared with controls, between H trials preceded by H trials
(HH) and H trials preceded by L trials (LH). This result is consist-
ent with the aforementioned nonhuman primate findings
(Mansouri et al. 2007) and also with a body of literature implicat-
ing the dlPFC as an important structure for behavioral adapta-
tion in the presence of conflict (Durston et al. 2003; Kerns et al.
2004; Egner and Hirsch 2005; Kerns 2006; Kim et al. 2012). Our
findings also indicate that patients whose lesions include the
ACC are not impaired in our measure of conflict-cost (i.e. the
differential is their slower speed of responding to high-conflict
(H) trials versus their faster speed of responding to low-conflict
(L) trials), nor in our measures of conflict-induced behavioral
adaptation (i.e. the differential is their slower speed of respond-
ing to H trials after L trials vs. their faster speed of responding to
H trials after H trials) as compared with their matched controls.
This confirms that the human ACC, like nonhuman primate
ACC (Mansouri et al. 2007), is not generally necessary for opti-
mal performance in the presence of conflict, when this is eli-
cited between 2 abstract, task-specific responses.

The absence of impairment in the ACC group on H trials (i.e.
a conflict-detection/conflict-cost effect) is perhaps unsurprising
when one takes overall account of the neuropsychological evi-
dence on a range of tasks eliciting conflict. Most of the human
lesion studies that investigated the role of the ACC in responding
to H trials and subsequent adaptation found either no impair-
ment (Vendrell et al. 1995; Stuss et al. 2001; Swick and Jovanovic
2002; Fellows and Farah 2005) or impairment restricted to the
subsequent adaptation (di Pellegrino et al. 2007; Sheth et al.
2012). Di Pellegrino et al. (2007) found that the conflict cost in a

Simon task was significantly larger in the patient groups than in
the control group, however, there was no significant difference
among patient groups regardless of the specific region affected
by the lesion; instead they found that only adaptation was
affected specifically by ACC damage. These findings were repli-
cated in a study on cingulotomy patients (Sheth et al. 2012). This
indicates that while ACC activity is sensitive to the level of con-
flict in the task, as demonstrated by neuroimaging, it is not a
crucial substrate for aiding conflict resolution on the current trial
and/or that the areas that may be involved in conflict resolution
on the current trial are not dependent on ACC alone for their
performance (see Carter and van Veen 2000). However, our ACC
patients were also not impaired on measures of conflict-induced
behavioral adaptation. While this parallels the data from the
nonhuman primate study with highly circumscribed lesions
(Mansouri et al. 2007), both studies remain at odds with the
human literature showing impairments in adaptation following
ACC damage (Swick and Turken 2002; Di Pellegrino et al. 2007;
Sheth et al. 2012).

One explanation for these discrepancies that is already a
focus of argument and counter-argument in the literature con-
cerns whether ACC damage extends into cingulofrontal transi-
tion area 32′, which has been proposed as the specific ACC
subregion potentially responsible for conflict monitoring in
humans (see Cole et al. 2009, 2010; Schall and Emeric 2010).
Cole et al. (2009) have highlighted anatomical evidence (Vogt
et al. 1995) that area 32′ may even be unique to humans and
have explicitly suggested that “both monkeys and humans
monitor for motor conflict (area 24′), whereas only humans
monitor for non-motor decision conflict (area 32′).”

Considering the extent of our patients’ lesions in this light,
it is apparent that in our ACC cohort, only a very limited
amount of the lesions encroached onto area 32′. In fact, while
ACC damage “across” participants covered a vast proportion of
this region, each of our 3 patients presented lesions to differ-
ent, nonoverlapping, ACC subregions other than 32′. Damage
encompassed instead mostly areas 32 and 24 and it is, there-
fore, possible that the lack of impairment in measures of con-
flict monitoring or adaptation in our population is due to the
fact that none of the affected subregions are recruited for pro-
cessing nonmotor decision conflict in humans, as suggested by
Cole et al. (2009).

However, there are a number of issues with this interpret-
ation. First, other authors suggest area 32′, while more exten-
sive in humans, may be homologous to a less extensive region
within the macaque cingulate motor areas (Ongür et al. 2003;

Figure 5. Effect of prefrontal lesions on behavioral adaptation in nonhuman and human primates. Mean normalized STS difference between HH and LH trials (i.e.

adaptation effect) indicated by bars, and individual normalized STS indicated by black markers for nonhuman primate control and lesion groups in panel (a) [data

adapted with permission from Mansouri et al. 2007] and human control and lesion groups in panel (b). In both nonhuman and human primates, lesions to dlPFC, but

not ACC abolish the adaptation effect.
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Schall and Emeric 2010), and that the discrepancy between
results from human and monkeys, indicating an ACC role in
conflict monitoring in the former but not the latter, is actually
due to differences in effectors. Human studies generally involve
forelimb movements, which might be more strongly dependent
on the ACC, while monkey studies generally involve eye-
movements, which might be more strongly dependent on the
supplementary eye-fields (Schall and Emeric 2010). Indeed, just
as studies using eye-movements found conflict-sensitive neu-
rons in the supplementary eye-fields (Nakamura et al. 2005),
more recent electrophysiological studies that used forelimb
movements in monkeys succeeded in finding conflict-sensitive
neurons in the monkey cingulate motor area (Michelet et al.
2016). We agree that it is crucial to consider effector systems
and, indeed, a key aim of this study was to bring a direct com-
parison with Mansouri et al. (2007) to reveal that similar behav-
ioral deficits can occur after dlPFC but not after ACC lesions in
both humans and monkeys when the same effector system is
employed (i.e. forelimb movement to a touchscreen). The
marked similarity in the results obtained from this study and
Mansouri and colleagues nonhuman primate study helps
inform the debate regarding similarities or differences between
human and monkey PFC contributions to cognition and
demonstrates that despite the differences there can be great
value in cross-species neuropsychological comparisons using
the same behavioral tasks. In addition, other studies investigat-
ing the effects of fairly large ACC lesions (including 32′) in
human patients have similarly failed to find an effect of ACC
damage on conflict monitoring and adaptation (Fellows and
Farah 2005), suggesting that such findings are not exclusive to
nonhuman primate studies.

Secondly, this interpretation depends upon classification of
our WCST analog as an exclusively nonmotor decision conflict
task, as opposed to a task that might present also motor con-
flict. While we consider our task to primarily elicit conflict at
the level of the nonmotor decision between 2 abstract rules
(because the correct motor response is randomized from trial-
to-trial in the lesion study WCST conflict task), the effector sys-
tem in the WCST conflict task involves forelimb movement and
hence one could reason that conflict may also appear at that
level. If subdivisions of the ACC other than 32′ are devoted to
resolving motor-related conflict, then we would expect to
observe a certain degree of impairment on the task in our
patient population as a result of lesions to these more caudal
and dorsal cingulate subdivisions.

Therefore, anatomical discrepancies between species and
the specific location of the damage in our patient population
are unlikely to fully account for why our findings appear to
contradict the CMCC model. We believe a better explanation for
our results might be related to the specific features of the task
used. As already emphasized, the WCST conflict analog used in
our study is designed to elicit conflict between 2 task-relevant
abstract rules, in contrast with other conflict tasks that elicit
conflict between task-relevant responses and more habitual
task-irrelevant responses.

Tasks commonly used to investigate conflict monitoring
(e.g. Simon, Flanker, and Stroop) include L trials that do not
require any specific rule to be retrieved in order to perform the
correct response and, further, may exploit a habitual and/or
overpracticed task-irrelevant response (e.g. word-reading or
responding to the location of a stimulus) to speed up responses.
In contrast, in the WCST analog there is no such habitual
response that can aid performance on L trials, as there is no
task-irrelevant predisposition to select the color-match over

the shape-match or vice versa. Therefore, while in “classic”
conflict tasks, H trials are characterized by competition between
the task-relevant response and a task-irrelevant habit, in the
WCST conflict is elicited exclusively between 2 task-specific
responses. This may account for why conflict-monitoring studies
that included neutral trials (i.e. trials that do not involve an
element of facilitation due to the exploitation of a habit) in
their tasks found neutral trials to be generally slower than L
trials (Milham et al. 2001; Wühr and Ansorge 2005; Galashan
et al. 2008; Chen and Melara 2009). Higher ACC activation was
indeed reported for L and H trials than for neutral trials
(Milham and Banich 2005).

Indeed, with regards to the ongoing debate about whether
or not monkeys perform conflict monitoring in a manner simi-
lar to humans and, if so, whether or not monkey ACC is crucial
for this process, new electrophysiology studies in the macaque
monkey have shown that conflict-sensitive neurons are indeed
observed in the monkey ACC when the task is designed in such
a way as to elicit competition between task-relevant informa-
tion and task-irrelevant information that is highly salient to
the animal in nonexperimental, naturalistic settings (Ebitz and
Platt 2015), or when conflict is elicited between a currently rele-
vant response and an overpracticed association (Michelet et al.
2016). Ebitz and Platt’s (2015) study in particular addresses
ideas that share several commonalities with those we propose
here. Namely, their distinction between conflict elicited at the
level of physical actions within the task (i.e. “action conflict”)
and conflict elicited at the level of task set (i.e. “task conflict”)
can be seen as analog to our distinction between conflict eli-
cited between task-specific instructed responses and conflict
elicited between task-specific responses and task-irrelevant
habitual responses, respectively. These authors characterized
“task conflict” by using biologically salient distractors (i.e. mon-
key faces) to compete with nonbiologically salient stimuli (i.e. a
target square), whereas “action conflict” was characterized by
using neutral distractors (i.e. phase-scrambled versions of the
monkey faces stimuli) to compete with the target. ACC neurons
were found to respond more robustly and consistently when
competition was elicited between the biologically salient dis-
tractors and the target than when it was elicited between the
neutral distractors and the target. The biological salience of the
distractors in the “task conflict” condition in Ebitz and Platt’s
monkey task can be seen as similar concept to that of pre-
established, task-irrelevant habitual responses we suggest for
human conflict tasks. In both cases (monkeys and humans),
the distractor or competing response that needs to be sup-
pressed/ignored in favor of the task-relevant target or response
is highly salient and/or primed in naturalistic settings relevant
to either species (e.g. other monkeys for nonhuman primates,
and word-reading for humans). It is, therefore, reasonable to
conclude that conflict-sensitive neurons had not yet been
detected in nonhuman primates before the Ebitz and Platt’s
(2015) study because the paradigms used in the past had not
tapped into the crucial distinction between task-relevance ver-
sus naturalistic salience. Consistently, as the conflict WCST
analog does not involve any conflict between task-relevant ver-
sus naturalistic salient responses, it would not be expected to
rely on an intact ACC for optimal performance.

All these findings suggest that human and nonhuman pri-
mate ACC is not a neural substrate necessary for supporting
“general” conflict-detection or signaling adaptation to conflict
(defined as competition between any 2 or more responses) but,
rather, might be important only in specific circumstances
where conflict is elicited between a task-relevant response and
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a pre-existing habit as it is the case in more commonly used
conflict paradigms.

While this interpretation may be at odds with the classic
CMCC model of ACC function, it is largely consistent with more
recent frameworks suggesting a role for ACC in outcome evalu-
ation in order to support learning (Silvetti et al. 2014), particu-
larly in conditions of varying uncertainty (Behrens et al. 2007;
Rushworth and Behrens 2008), and in flexible decision-making
in contexts that require the selection of options that deviate
from previous best long-term options (Boorman et al. 2013).

There is a large body of evidence describing ACC’s involve-
ment in monitoring and tracking the outcome of actions, both
negative—that is errors (Braver et al. 2001; Ito et al. 2003;
Holroyd et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2005; Brown and Braver 2008;
West and Travers 2008; Hayden et al. 2009; Nee et al. 2010; Neta
et al. 2014, 2016)—and positive—that is rewards (Ito et al. 2003;
Kennerley et al. 2006, 2011; Matsumoto et al. 2007; Emeric et al.
2008; Rudebeck et al. 2008).

Optimal feedback processing is crucial to support behavior
in contexts where the uncertainty regarding the appropriate
course of action is increased. The presence of conflict between
responses indeed represents one such context. However, there
are a wide variety of other such contexts that have also been
consistently associated with ACC’s involvement, such as cogni-
tively demanding tasks (Davis et al. 2000; Davis and Taylor
2005; Silton et al. 2010), the presence of novel, surprising and
unexpected or rare events (Braver et al. 2001; Ito et al. 2003;
Badre and Wagner 2004; Nee et al. 2010; Hayden et al. 2011;
Wilk et al. 2012), and environmental volatility or ambiguity
(Ridderinkhof and Ullsperger 2004; Behrens et al. 2007; Neta
et al. 2014). Given ACC’s recruitment in a wide variety of differ-
ent experimental conditions, all characterized by uncertainty,
we believe that a more parsimonious explanation for ACC’s
role in conflict tasks can be framed in terms of a more general
monitoring function concerned with feedback processing in
situations that require the identification of the most advanta-
geous response given the current context and, consequently,
flexible adjustments in behavior, rather than to strictly perform
conflict monitoring.

Accordingly, ACC should be far more crucial in a conflict
task requiring a switch in behavior away from best long-term
options (see Boorman et al. 2013), which habitual or overprac-
ticed responses can represent, in favor of a different response
that is advantageous specifically within the current task
demands (or even trial demands), rather than in a task where
the switch occurs between 2 equally rewarded, task-specific
rules, as in the case of our study. That is because the former
type of task would present a much higher degree of uncertainty
and error likelihood than the latter, and therefore place higher
demands on feedback tracking and action evaluation for optimal
performance. Lesion studies in the macaque monkey have
indeed already demonstrated that animals with lesions to the
ACC are unable to optimally use information about sustained
recent positive feedback to identify new advantageous responses
that are to be selected over previously advantageous ones
(Kennerley et al. 2006).

One current area of debate concerns whether ACC’s signal-
ing in neuroimaging studies using conflict tasks is related to
conflict monitoring or time on task (Brown 2011; Grinband et al.
2011; Yeung et al. 2011; Weissman and Carp 2013), with recent
evidence supporting the latter interpretation over the conflict-
monitoring view (Weissman and Carp 2013). The outcome
evaluation framework of ACC function can be seen as largely
consistent with the time on task account. The degree of

uncertainty about the best behavioral option in a given context
would obviously be expected to modulate RTs; the higher the
uncertainty regarding the correct response, the more time
required by the cognitive system to evaluate all potential
responses and accumulate the evidence necessary to select
the most appropriate one. This, neurobiologically, would be
expected to translate into increased demand on the ACC, and
therefore should result in correlations between RT and ACC
signaling.

Therefore, ACC activation in neuroimaging studies using
conflict tasks such as Stroop or Simon tasks might be highlight-
ing processes due to the need to track and evaluate outcomes
in order to prime deviations from habitual responses, rather
than general conflict-monitoring mechanisms. Indeed, studies
that have investigated the effects of practice on performance in
conflict tasks found that, while behavioral measures of conflict
remained fairly consistent throughout, ACC activity decreased
as the task became overpracticed (Erickson et al. 2004), often
quite rapidly (Milham et al. 2003), as the participants became
more and more conditioned to respond to high-conflict trials.
In other words, the more habituated the type of response, and
thus the lower uncertainty and the demands on action evalu-
ation processes, the less ACC is recruited, despite conflict still
being present (as evidenced by the behavioral measures).

This interpretation could also help explain the findings from
human patients that show no impairment on conflict-induced
adaptation following ACC damage. For example, Stuss et al.
(2001) found no effects of ACC damage on performance on the
incongruent trials in the Stroop task. However, they only admi-
nistered patients with the incongruent version of the task. If
participants are only exposed to incongruent trials, they might
automatize color-naming (as opposed to word-reading), as this
is the only response that can be rewarded during the task.
Therefore, the competition between responses, degree of
uncertainty and demands on the evaluative processes are sig-
nificantly reduced in this context. Similarly, Fellows and Farah
(2005), also in a Stroop task, found no effect of ACC damage on
the ability of participants to adjust their behavior depending on
the percentage of high-conflict trials. However, they adminis-
tered participants with the mostly high-conflict block first, and
only later with the mostly low-conflict block. Again, this might
have encouraged participants to automatize the color-naming
response during the first block, therefore reducing the effects of
competition between the habitual word-reading response and
the instructed color-naming response in the subsequent block.

While our ACC findings call for a re-interpretation of its role
within the conflict-monitoring framework, the findings of
impairments in adaptation after dlPFC lesions are largely con-
sistent with the imaging literature on this topic (Durston et al.
2003; Kerns et al. 2004; Egner and Hirsch 2005; Kerns 2006; Kim
et al. 2012). Human neuropsychological evidence on the neces-
sity of an intact dlPFC to perform optimal behavioral adapta-
tion in the presence of conflict is still very scarce, but
transcranial magnetic stimulation to this region has been
shown to impair adaptation in the Simon task (Stürmer et al.
2007). What our findings suggest, further to the existing litera-
ture, is that dlPFC, unlike ACC, appears to be crucial for behav-
ioral adaptation regardless of the manner in which conflict is
elicited (i.e. between a habitual and task-specific response, as in
the aforementioned cases, or between task-specific responses).
This implies that, despite the frequent coactivation of these 2
regions in conflict tasks, ACC, and dlPFC may play different roles
in terms of the specific mechanisms they support that contrib-
ute to adaptation.
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Both dlPFC and ACC have been characterized as components
of 2 separate cortical networks involved in cognitive control,
with the former belonging to a frontoparietal network and the
latter to a cingulopercular network (Dosenbach et al. 2007).
These 2 networks have been suggested to be functionally dis-
tinct, with the frontoparietal network being involved in the
accumulation and maintenance of evidence and control signals
online across a small number of trials (supporting the imple-
mentation of task control from trial to trial), and the cingulo-
percular network being involved in monitoring and tracking of
the outcome of decisions over longer timescales, supporting a
more “stable” form of task control (Dosenbach et al. 2007; Neta
et al. 2015; Gratton et al. 2016).

This proposed functional distinction is consistent with the
idea of ACC being involved in the continuous evaluation of
action outcomes in order to determine the best behavioral
option in a given context, and particularly in determining when
it is necessary to deviate from a previously preferred (and
therefore previously “stable”) option, while dlPFC might be con-
cerned with keeping track of trial-to-trial contextual changes.
Evidence from electrophysiological recordings in macaque
monkeys performing the conflict WCST analog have indeed
shown that dlPFC neurons appear to maintain information
about the conflict level of a trial (both LH and HH trials) during
the intertrial period (Mansouri et al. 2007). Furthermore, neuroi-
maging studies looking at sequences of several trials have
shown that dlPFC activity on high-conflict trials increases as a
function of the number of preceding consecutive low-conflict
trials (i.e. LLH, LLLH, LLLLH, and so on) and decrease as a func-
tion of the number of preceding consecutive high-conflict trials
(Durston et al. 2003). This suggests that, in conflict tasks, dlPFC
is not recruited more generally in the presence of sustained
high-conflict, but more specifically during narrow time-
windows centered on time points that signal changes in the
level of conflict from one trial to the next (e.g. from low to high
conflict—LH trials, and shortly thereafter—HH trials). This is
consistent with the idea of its role in a frontoparietal network
concerned with maintaining information online across rela-
tively short timescales to aid task control. This interpretation
would also explain why dlPFC is crucial for both conflict
tasks involving competition between habitual and task-specific
responses and conflict tasks involving competition between
task-specific responses only, as it would be concerned with
maintaining information about conflict “history,” rather than
the nature of the conflict per se, or with evaluating specific
responses against one another. Most conflict-monitoring stud-
ies to date have varied the levels of conflict randomly through-
out the task. However, future studies manipulating the specific
sequence of H and L trials, and particularly the “volatility” of
conflict levels within a task (i.e. how often they change from
low to high and vice versa), could be particularly useful to shed
more light on the specific time points at which ACC and dlPFC
are recruited, which could in turn help discern their distinct
functional contributions to behavioral adaptation.

One significant limitation of our study lies in the lack of
lesion specificity and the little to no overlap in lesion location
across patients, particularly in our ACC group. This is an unfor-
tunately common obstacle in human neuropsychological inves-
tigations. We nonetheless believe that our results (particularly
to the extent that they complement and replicate Mansouri
et al.’s (2007) findings), have begun to unveil an important
aspect of conflict-monitoring frameworks, more specifically,
and of ACC function, more broadly. Thus, it would be extremely
valuable for future research to probe further into the issue of

task-specific versus habitual responses in order to verify
whether our findings can be reliably be replicated in the pres-
ence of more targeted or more overlapping lesions in human
patient populations.

To conclude, in a task eliciting conflict between 2 task-
specific responses that did not involve suppression of a habitual
response, lesions to dlPFC affect adaptation, by abolishing the
adaptation effect in patients compared with controls. On the
other hand, lesions to ACC do not affect either conflict-costs or
conflict-induced adaptation on the current trial as a function of
the level of conflict on the previous trial. These findings suggest
that while the CMCC model might provide an account for some
aspects of conflict monitoring and adaptation (e.g. dlPFC playing
an important role in adaptation), it remains necessary to better
elucidate the specific contributions of ACC in modulating
behavior in response to different types of conflict and the dis-
tinct cognitive processes that may underlie adaptation.
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